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Towards Signal-Based Instrumental Quality
Diagnosis for Text-to-Speech Systems
Tiago H. Falk, Student Member, IEEE, and Sebastian Möller

Abstract—In this letter, the first steps toward the development
of a signal-based instrumental quality measure for text-to-speech
(TTS) systems are described. Hidden Markov models (HMM),
trained on naturally-produced speech, serve as artificial text- and
speaker-independent reference models against which synthesized
speech signals are assessed. A normalized log-likelihood measure,
computed between perceptual features extracted from synthesized
speech and a gender-dependent HMM reference model, is proposed and shown to be a reliable parameter for multidimensional
TTS quality diagnosis. Experiments with subjectively scored
synthesized speech data show that the proposed measure attains
promising estimation performance for quality dimensions labeled
overall impression, listening effort, naturalness, continuity/fluency,
and acceptance.
Index Terms—Hidden Markov model, multidimensional quality
diagnosis, quality prediction, synthesized speech, text-to-speech
(TTS).

I. INTRODUCTION

T

EXT-TO-SPEECH (TTS) synthesis, as the name suggests, attempts to convert arbitrary input text into
intelligible and naturally-sounding speech. Earlier applications
of TTS systems served mostly as an aid to the visually impaired. Today, TTS systems are also being applied in e-mail and
short message service readers, automated directory assistance,
foreign language education, and assistive and augmentative
communications. As new applications emerge, the need to
deliver high-quality synthesized speech increases. As such, the
demand on methods to evaluate the quality of TTS systems has
also risen.
Evaluation of synthesized speech, however, is not an easy
task as various quality dimensions can be assessed (e.g., naturalness, intelligibility). Commonly, multidimensional subjective listening quality tests, such as the one described in the International Telecommunication Union Recommendation ITU-T
Rec. P.85 [1], are used. Major drawbacks of subjective assessment, however, are the high costs and intense labor associated
with running the tests. For applications such as TTS system
tuning, several tests may be required throughout the development process; in such case, subjective assessment is not feasible
and instrumental quality prediction is needed.
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To date, there is no universally accepted signal-based instrumental quality measure for synthesized speech. Most measures
are for corpus-based concatenative TTS systems where the natural speech corpus is available. In [2], an average concatenative cost function is used to assess the naturalness of concatenation-type synthesizers. The measure is derived from the input
text and natural speech corpus and is inversely proportional to
overall quality—the higher the number of concatenations, the
lower is the quality. Alternatively, signal-based measures have
been proposed and focus mainly on computing spectral distances between the target synthesized speech signal and its original natural speech counterpart (e.g., see [3]–[5] and references
therein). Such measures, however, are only useful if perceptual
degradations are linked to concatenation effects and if a reference natural speech corpus is available; such requirements are
not always met in practice. To overcome such limitations, a “reference-free” measure is required.
For natural speech, reference-free (also termed non-intrusive) quality measurement algorithms have been proposed,
such as standard algorithms ITU-T Rec. P.563 [6] and ANSI
ANIQUE [7]. To the best of our knowledge, a signal-based
reference-free quality measure for synthesized speech has yet to
emerge. Recently, the aforementioned reference-free standard
algorithms, developed for natural speech, were tested on synthesized speech transmitted over different telephone channels
[8]. While the measures were shown to estimate the effects
of the transmission channel, poor estimation of source speech
quality was attained, signaling the need for a more accurate
quality measure for synthesized speech.
In this letter, the first steps towards devising a general-purpose signal-based reference-free measure for TTS system
quality diagnosis are described. In particular, hidden Markov
models are used to devise text- and speaker-independent artificial reference models of naturally-produced speech-feature
behavior. Perceptual features, extracted from synthesized
speech, are then assessed against gender-dependent reference
models by means of a normalized log-likelihood measure. The
degree of “consistency” with the reference models is proposed
as a measure for multidimensional quality diagnosis.
The remainder of this letter is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of subjective diagnosis of TTS system
quality. Section III describes the signal processing steps needed
to compute the proposed quality measure. Section IV describes
the databases used in our tests and reports the experimental results. Conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. SUBJECTIVE DIAGNOSIS OF TTS SYSTEM QUALITY
Speech quality is the result of a subjective perception-andjudgment process, during which a listener compares the perceptual event (speech signal heard) to an internal reference of what
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is judged to be “good quality.” The result of this comparison is
usually quantified using one or multiple scales. The scale most
commonly used is the five-point absolute category rating (ACR)
scale where a rating of 1 corresponds to bad speech quality and
a rating of 5 to excellent speech quality. With the ACR scale, the
average of the listener scores constitutes the mean opinion score
(MOS). For synthesized speech, multidimensional quality tests,
such as the one described in [1], have been proposed. In the test,
listeners are asked to rate the signal using eight quality dimensions labeled: overall impression, listening effort, comprehension problems, articulation, pronunciation, speaking rate, voice
pleasantness, and acceptance. For the first seven listed dimensions, a five-point scale is used (see [1] for more detail). For the
acceptance dimension, a two-point scale (yes/no) is used, and
results are reported as a percentage acceptance value.
During the test, subjects are presented with each speech file
twice. In the first presentation, subjects are asked to solve a secondary task such as answer specific questions about information
contained in the file (e.g., bus date/time of departure). Subjects
are then asked to judge the quality of the speech signal based
on the aforementioned quality dimensions. The intent of providing a secondary task is to direct the listeners’ attention to
the content of the speech signal, and not on its surface form
alone, so as to improve listener judgement of quality dimensions such as comprehension problems and listening effort. Despite being the most valid quality measurement methodology,
subjective tests are expensive and time consuming, thus not suitable for applications such as system evaluation throughout the
development cycle, where several system updates may need to
be assessed. For such scenarios, instrumental quality measurement is needed.
III. PROPOSED HMM-BASED QUALITY MEASURE
The signal processing steps involved in the computation
of the proposed HMM-based quality measure are depicted in
Fig. 1. Preprocessing is first performed to match the characteristics of the signals used to develop the reference models.
Voice activity detection (VAD) is then performed on the preprocessed speech signal to remove silence intervals longer than
an empirically set value. The feature extraction module serves
to compute perceptual and prosodic features; the latter are used
to identify talker gender. Pilot experiments have suggested that
improved performance is attained if gender-dependent reference models are used. Lastly, perceptual features are assessed
against offline-obtained reference hidden Markov models of
natural speech-feature behavior via a normalized log-likelihood
measure. A detailed description of the signal processing steps
is given in the subsections to follow.
A. Preprocessing, VAD, and Feature Extraction
In order to match the characteristics of the signals used to
train the reference models, preprocessing is applied to the TTS
system output. Representative preprocessing steps can include
resampling, filtering, and/or signal level normalization. In our
experiments, preprocessing consists of bandpass filtering according to [9], downsampling to 8 kHz, and level normalization
to
dBov (overload) using the P.56 speech-level meter [10].
Moreover, since we are interested in measuring the quality of the
output of a TTS system, only active speech segments are analyzed. In our experiments, a simple energy thresholding VAD

Fig. 1. Signal processing steps involved in the computation of the proposed
HMM-based quality measure. Separate hidden Markov reference models of natural speech-feature behavior are used for male and female speech.

algorithm is used to remove silence intervals longer than 75 ms;
such duration is empirically chosen as to avoid “artificial” discontinuities introduced by possible VAD errors.
Perceptual features are then computed from active speech;
features include 12th-order mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
is used to rep(MFCC). The notation
resent MFCC computed for speech frame . In our experiments, MFCCs are computed using 25-ms windows and 10-ms
shifts. The zeroth order cepstral coefficient
is used as a
log-energy measure. A basic assumption used in this study is
that, for natural speech, abrupt changes in signal energy do not
occur. Such discontinuities, however, can occur in, e.g., speech
produced by a concatenative TTS system. In order to quantify
signal-energy dynamics, we compute the zeroth delta-cepstral
coefficient
, which has been shown useful for temporal
discontinuity detection [11]. Feature
is appended to
to form
. In Fig. 1, constitutes features
computed for the
active frames in the synthesized speech
signal, i.e.,
.
Lastly, the fundamental frequency
is computed with the
pitch tracking algorithm described in [12].
, averaged over
all voiced speech frames, is used to identify talker gender. In
pilot experiments, it has been observed that improved quality
measurement performance is attained if gender-dependent reference models are used. Motivated by the work described in [6],
Hz is used as a threshold to distinguish between male
and female voices. A flag indicating talker gender, represented
by F
in Fig. 1, is used to indicate which HMM reference
model to use.
B. HMM Reference Models and Log-Likelihood Computation
Speech temporal dynamics provides important information
for the measurement of synthesized speech quality and naturalness. As such, we propose to use hidden Markov reference
models trained on naturally-produced speech. The spectral-temporal information captured by the HMM can be used to quantify
differences between, e.g., natural word endings and abnormal
signal interruptions that may occur with synthesized speech.
Reference models are obtained using the perceptual features
described in Section III-A. Features are extracted from natural
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speech (described in Section IV-A1) and two reference models
are designed, one for male and one for female speech data.
Hidden Markov models with eight states are used and the
output distribution of each state consists of a Gaussian mixture
density with 16 diagonal-covariance Gaussian components.
Model parameters, such as state transition probabilities, initial state probabilities, and output distribution parameters,
are computed using the expectation-maximization algorithm
summarized in [13]. Perceptual features, extracted from the
synthesized signal under test, are then assessed against the reference models via the log-likelihood measure. Log-likelihood
values are computed using the so-called forward-backward
procedure described in [13]. Normalization is performed based
in the signal under
on the number of active-speech frames
test; normalized log-likelihood is referred to as
in Fig. 1.
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TABLE I
RATING SCALES USED IN THE LISTENING TEST NOT DESCRIBED IN [1].
ORIGINAL WORDINGS IN GERMAN ARE REPORTED IN [14]

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN LL AND ITU-T REC. P.563
ON EIGHT SYNTHESIZED SPEECH QUALITY DIMENSIONS

IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, a description of the databases used in our tests,
as well as the experiment results, are reported.
A. Database Description
A description of the naturally-produced and synthesized
speech databases used in our experiments is given in the subsections to follow. Natural speech is used to train gender-dependent HMM reference models and synthesized speech to
assess the performance of the proposed quality measure.
1) Natural Speech—Training Data: In order to develop
reference models of natural speech-feature behavior, the
Kiel Corpus of German read speech is used. Files from the
“Siemens” and “Erlangen” sentence subsets, uttered by two
male and two female speakers, are used. Visual inspection of
spectrograms and pitch contours was used to select speakers
with spectral-temporal characteristics different from those in
the synthesized speech database. The files are downsampled
to 8 kHz, bandpass filtered according to [9], level normalized
dBov, and VAD-processed. Per-gender files are conto
catenated to produce approximately 1 h and 15 min of active
speech to train the male and female HMM reference models. It
is emphasized that the sentences uttered in the training speech
dataset differ from the text used to generate the synthesized
speech material.
2) Synthesized Speech—Test Data: The synthesized speech
database used in our experiments contains speech material from
six “off-the-shelf” TTS systems. Three are commercial systems
(AT&T, MBROLA-based Proser, and Cepstral), and three are
from German academic institutions (TU Dresden, TU Berlin,
and University of Bonn). Speech material is produced from the
system online demonstration tool; thus, in the case of corpusbased TTS systems, access is not available to the natural speech
corpus. A total of ten speech samples are generated per TTS
system, half for male speakers and half for female. The synthesized speech samples have an average duration of 11 s and consist of two utterances separated by a silence interval of approximately 2 s. Speech samples were bandpass-filtered according to
dBov prior to listener presen[9] and level-normalized to
tation.
The listening test closely followed the recommendations
in ITU-T Rec. P.85 [1] and was performed in a silent listening room at the Institute for Phonetics and Digital Speech

Processing at Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel [14].
Seventeen listeners (ten female, seven male) participated in
the test; all were German students and the age ranged from
20–26. Listeners were given a parallel task and asked to rate
the synthesized speech signals using eight quality scales. Of
the eight scales used, only five are described in ITU-T Rec.
P.85. Labels of the eight scales used include: overall impression (MOS), listening effort (LSE), comprehension problems
(CMP), articulation (ART), naturalness (NAT), prosody similarity with natural speech (PRO), continuity/fluency (CFL),
and acceptance (ACC). Table I reports the rating scales for
dimensions NAT, PRO, and CFL; scales for the five remaining
dimensions are described in [1].
B. Experiment Results
To test the performance of the proposed quality measure,
Pearson correlation coefficients attained between
and the
various quality dimensions are computed. Table II reports “per
speech sample” correlation coefficients attained for the eight
quality dimensions for male and female speech data, considered
either separately or jointly (overall). For comparison purposes,
correlation coefficients attained with the state-of-art ITU-T Rec.
P.563 algorithm are also reported. It is emphasized, however,
that synthesized speech does not fall within the recommended
scope of the standard P.563 algorithm. Unfortunately, no other
signal-based reference-free measures are available for comparison.
As observed from the table, the proposed HMM log-likelihood measure correlates well with several quality dimensions,
in particular with MOS, NAT, and CFL. Interestingly,
computed for male speech obtains considerably higher correlation
values, relative to female speech, for quality dimensions CMP
and ART. In turn, higher correlation is attained with female
data for dimension PRO. Relative to P.563, substantially higher
measure.
correlation values are attained with the proposed
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN LL AND ITU-T REC. P.563 AFTER
THIRD-ORDER (GENDER-DEPENDENT) POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION

V. CONCLUSION
The first steps towards the development of a general-purpose
signal-based instrumental quality measure for text-to-speech
systems are described. The measure, based on hidden Markov
reference models of naturally-produced speech, is shown to attain promising results on a multidimensional quality prediction
test for both male and female synthesized speech.
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Note also that poor correlations are attained with P.563 for female synthesized speech; such intriguing behavior has also been
reported in [15] for synthesized speech transmitted over noisy
telephone channels.
Furthermore, the work described in [16] suggests
cross-gender differences in the subjective perception of
synthesized speech quality. In an attempt to compensate for
such listener rating “biases,” a gender-dependent monotonic
and
polynomial mapping function is applied between
the subjective quality scores. Monotonic mappings perform
scale adjustments but do not alter the ranking of the estimated
scores. Table III reports correlation coefficients attained after
third-order polynomial regression. As can be seen, a slight
improvement in performance is attained after regression; for
P.563 predictions, poor correlations remain for female speech.
Ultimately, the aim in instrumental measurement is to develop
a measure that ranks similarly with subjective quality ratings.
To this end, Spearman rank correlation is computed and used
as an additional figure of merit. Spearman correlation is computed in a manner similar to Pearson correlation, except original
data values are replaced by the ranks of the data values. Due to
space constraints, Spearman correlation coefficients are only
reported for quality dimension MOS. On our data, the proposed
measure attains
and
for male and
female data, respectively. For P.563,
and
are obtained, respectively.
C. Discussion
While the proposed measure is shown to correlate well with
several quality dimensions, it is inferred that further performance gains can be attained if additional features are used
in combination with
. Representative features can include
the mean cepstral deviation, proposed in [11] as a measure of
spectral flatness, which has also been shown useful for spoken
dialogue system evaluation [17]. On our data, mean cesptral
deviation attains correlation values of
, and
with LSE, CMP, and NAT, respectively (for female speech).
Moreover, a sharp decline measure, similar to the one described
in [6], is shown to attain correlation values of
,
and
with CMP, PRO, and CFL, respectively (for male
speech). Feature combination, however, requires access to multiple subjectively scored speech databases in order to optimize
feature weights and hence is left for a future study.
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